
Fully Sculptured Window System
Enhanced energy efficiency
Achieves current  ‘A+’  rating requirements



VEKA Matrix Fully Sculptured

The best choice
Windows created from the Matrix FS System not only look superb, 
but also enhance a home’s warmth, security and value. Requiring 
minimal maintenance, the FS System is also designed to include 
Secured by Design (SBD) features, enabling a security specification 
far higher than old-fashioned timber windows.
Its soft, rounded lines can offer a level of detailing that is sure to 
appeal to the discerning homeowner.

Approved by the Police-led initiative, Secured by Design, the VEKA
Matrix 70 system offers exceptional additional security features.

The official UK Police flagship scheme recognises 
products which incorporate effective crime 
prevention solutions at the design stage and only 
awards accreditation to products which pass their 
stringent testing. www.securedbydesign.com

Style and functionality
Windows created from the stylish Matrix FS System are fitted
with tough steel and alloy hardware components including, where
appropriate, multipoint locking shootbolts and other
mechanisms which provide a formidable barrier against intruders

Open new doors
Advanced technology doesn’t have to be left at the door.
You can now have all the same good looks and security benefits of
the VEKA Fully Sculptured system for doors too.
Whether it’s the traditional front and back door, French double 
doors, inline patio, tilt & slide, slide and swing or bi-folding doors, 
you can enjoy the looks, security and weather resistance to 
perfectly match your Fully Sculptured windows.

Versatility
The VEKA Fully Sculptured system can be used to create
traditional casements, tilt & turn which are a popular option
for a secure method of ventilation coupled with easy
cleaning from the inside.

PLUS they’re low, low maintenance
Life is too short to be sanding and painting rotten old timber 
window frames - and even the old discoloured PVC frames need 
more care and attention than they used to. With our next
generation PVC-U frames, all you need is a quick wipe with a warm 
soapy cloth. No fuss, no mess. Done!

The addition of this simple device provides additional security on 
the weakest part of the window, the hinge. Their action of locking 
behind each other when the window is closed helps the hinges resist 
forced entry. By adding these and additional security features to 
Matrix 70 allows it to meet the requirements of Secured by Design.



MACO Door Lock
First impressions of the smooth lines of the FS70 doors gives
great curb appeal and will leave others envious of its great looks.
All off our PVC-U doors don’t just offer great looks they are give
a low maintenance solution with high security.
All doors, where applicable are fitted with the MACO door lock 
Incorporating steel hooks, anti-jemmy linear bolts, soft closing
latch, centre deadbolt and compression cams to compress the
seal and ensure the door stays weather tight and draft free.
This is enhanced further when applicable by a 3 Star security
anti-snap security cylinder to ensure you have a truly secure door.
Our doors can be further be enhanced by coupling them with
range of PVC-U panels* or composite* doors to suit the style of
your home. *Brochures available on request

With endless design options to choose from traditional to 
contemporary the casement window will suit every property and 
enhance its value. Secure and precise shootbolt locking operated 
by a stylish key locking handle complementing the window and 
provides a smooth operation every time. With a range of friction 
stays to provide restricted, fire escape or easy cleaning facilities 
there’s a functional operation to every window.

 For the best profi le... anywhere



…the window system 
with softer lines

MACO Multi-Trend concealed  
Tilt before Turn
By using concealed hardware instead of the more common face
mounted hinge ensures the clean lines of this multi-functional
window are not spoilt.
This contemporary window design allows superb ventilation
when in the tilt position and a cleaning facility from the inside
when opened to 90 degrees. It can also double as a fire escape
window when the required sizes meet regulations.

Triple glazing is well established in many parts of Europe and 
is becoming increasingly popular in the UK. Windows are one 
of the most exposed parts of a house. According to the Energy 
Saving Trust, a staggering 26% of all domestic heat loss escapes 
through the windows. Installing energy efficient windows is 
essential to help keep the cost of energy bills down.



Style needn’t 
mean compromise

…the window system with softer lines

Take a look at the stylish lines of the VEKA 
Fully Sculptured Window System and you will 
see PVC-U in a new light.

As technically advanced as it is beautiful,
Matrix FS rewrites the rules, adding a soft er,
more rounded look to suit any home, whatever
its size or vintage.

Its perfectly balanced curves and slender
sightlines create a unique appearance 
that blends with the character of classical 
architecture but is equally at ease in the most 
contemporary of homes.

Matrix FS is the latest in a long heritage of 
VEKA PVC-U frame technology that has stood 
the test of time in some of the world’s largest 
and most prestigious building projects as well 
as literally millions of private homes.

PAS23-1 / PAS24-1
KM561444

BS7412
KM517504

BS7950
KM517505

ISO9001:2008
FM518992



Fully Sculptured Window  System 
from VEKA

• Soft er, sculptured appearance like timber
• Exceptional weather performance
• Available in a range of coloured fi nishes and woodgrains
• ‘A+’ Rating available

White Cream Basalt Grey Slate Grey

BlackSiena PN

Wine Red

Dark Red

Silver Grey

Anthracite Grey Irish Oak Rosewood

Dark GreenMoss GreenChartwell Green Steel Blue

Agate Grey

Cherry

 For the best profi le... anywhere
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